This Resolution Shall Henceforth Be Known As the “Call for support of the UTSA Rowdy Cannon”

PURPOSE

To recommend that The University of Texas at San Antonio adopt firing a cannon at football games and other events as a school tradition.

WHEREAS: Article III, Section 2 of the Constitution of the University of Texas at San Antonio’s Student Government Association reads: “[The duties and responsibilities of the SGA General Assembly shall be:] To review, discuss, consider, and take any necessary action through Legislation on all issues which concern the campus or students”; and

WHEREAS: The presence of a cannon will help with establishing traditions for UTSA Football Games and other events; and

WHEREAS: The cannon will work to unify and increase student and alumni participation at Football games and other events; and

WHEREAS: Other universities have similar traditions and displays at their football games; and

WHEREAS: The Alamodome and UTSA has sufficient and profound pyrotechnic support for such an endeavor; and

WHEREAS: UTSA is located in the city of San Antonio, which is aptly named “Military City USA” and a cannon is often used as a symbol of the military; and

WHEREAS: The UTSA SGA Student Affairs Committee has dedicated itself to the discovery, exploration, and establishment of new and long-lasting traditions here at UTSA.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Student Government Association of the University of Texas at San Antonio firmly believes that UTSA Student Affairs, UTSA Athletics, and UTSA ROTC should adopt and establish the tradition of using a cannon at UTSA Athletics games and other events.
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